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fFh back tonight on cam pus by popular dem and
Graydlemt S c h a e ffe r
C o n trib u tin g - W rite r

Tonight Cedarville College
will do something out of char
acter. It will break with estab
lished tradition in a controver
sial way. It will host the same
band two years in a row. Back
by popular demand, fFh (Far
From Home) will once more
take the stage at the Jeremiah
Chapel for a time of praise, wor
ship, and music.
The reason that the band is
returning so soon has much to
do with the reaction to last year’s
concert. “We don’t usually have
an artist or group come back the
following year, but the positive
student response to the concert
last year was the deciding fac
tor,” Campus Activities Coordi
nator Jeff Beste said.
fFh struck a chord with the
student body in their Nov. 1998
concert and left many eager to
have them return. “I had students
tell me that it wasn’t just the best

concert they’d seen at Cedarville
but that it was the best concert
they’d ever seen,” Beste said.
Sophomore Elizabeth Klawer
agreed that the concert exceeded

everyone’s expectations while
junior Jeff Powell remembers it
as “the best concert of the year.”
The key to the group’s popu
larity at Cedarville might be due

to the Christian integrity evident lead singer’s powerful voice
in both their music and their also ranks them a cut above
lives. Beste felt that this “genu many other Christian bands.
ine” and honest attitude was ex
Things have changed for fFh
pressed in the band’s desire for since their previous visit to
interaction with Cedarville stu Cedarville. “Last year they were
dents.
still a no-name when they came
fFh took special interest in get here,” Beste said. “I just called
ting to know the student body on Jeromy Deibler (their lead
a personal level. “After [the con singer) to arrange the details.”
cert], they stayed in the foyer for fFh came to Cedarville the week
at least an hour just signing au before a major studio released
tographs and talking to people,” their break through album. They
he said. “It must have been one had to use the college’s sound
in the morning before they left.” system and traveled in a camper
fFh’s unique musical style also that a band member’s parents
contributed to their success at drove.
Cedarville. Their high-caliber
The students at the 1998 fFh
sound offers something different concert did not know what to
to the discerning listener. The anticipate. Approximately 900
band, comprised of three men people attended. The quality of
and one woman, produces an the concert, however, left an im
acoustic sound that is not com pression on the student body. “It
parable to other contemporary was phenom enal,” senior
musical groups. fFh specializes Rosemarie Marotta said. “I
in catchy, distinctive pop songs went into it not sure what to
(“Big Fish,” “One of These expect and left it thinking,
Days”) that speak of the faith and ‘Wow, they are incredible.’”
rest that is found in Jesus. Their continued on page 2

T hree local shops renovate Students serve short
time in slammer
C a ra S n id e r

C o n trib u tin g - W rite r

Downtown Cedarville is about
to get a facelift, thanks to the
restructuring and relocating of
several prominent businesses.
Beans ‘n Cream is under new
management. Cedarville staff
member Paul Cope and his wife
Diane took over the coffee shop
on Mar. 1. The shop was in dan
ger of closing and Cope said, “[I]
just didn’t want to see the place
close down.” He added that he
has been a devoted customer for
many years.
The Copes are planning to re
model in the future but plan to
keep the same kind of decor that
gives the shop charm. They are
forking on installing bar stools
at the counter area to provide

much-needed additional seating.
Cope said he is currently work
ing on a train track that will run
around the top perimeter of the
room, led by an engine that will
be a replica of the one that used
to go through Cedarville.
As for menu changes, Cope
said the shop will eventually of
fer bagel sandwiches and ice
cream in addition to their cur
rent variety o f coffees and
snacks. Cope also said that they
will begin offering free popcorn
on Friday nights to add to the
laid-back atmosphere that makes
Beans ‘n Cream so popular
among students.
For the musical aspect of
Beans ‘n Cream, Cope says he
is looking for guitarists who
would be willing to play infor
mally on the weekends and “just
jam while people are coming

and going.” Those interested can
contact Cope at 766-2120.
Overall, Cope is excited about
taking over the coffee shop and
is optimistic that they will draw
even more Cedarville students
and that it will continue to be a
place where students feel wel
come and comfortable.
Just down the street from
Beans ‘n Cream, owners Ronnie
and Sandy Acton of Colonial
Pizza are planning some changes
of their own. The pizza shop will
be relocating Easter weekend to
98 North Main Street, which is
near the post office. Colonial
plans to re-open for business on
April 25.
The Actons, who have owned
the restaurant since 1981, said
that they have been searching for
a new location for about five
continued on page 3

M ichelle Horne
Lead W riter

No one goes to jail voluntar
ily. No one, that is, except for a
few Cedarville College students.
At 8:00 p.m. on Friday, Mar.
24, roughly 130 Cedarville stu
dents entered Green County
Dentention Center. For 24 hours,
correctional officers treated
these volunteer students as in
mates for the sole purpose of
providing the officers with ad
ditional experience.
Many of these correctional
officers had only been assigned
to this job recently the Sheriffs

Department hired some just one
or two weeks prior to this roleplay. In addition to their routine
training, dealing with live “in
mates” helped prepare the offic
ers for procedures and scenarios
they might encounter when
eventually dealing with con
victed criminals.
Currently, this new Green
County Detention Center, lo
cated on Greenway Boulevard,
does not supervise inmates be
cause it is still under construc
tion. The dirt and cement has
not yet been poured around the
base of the double fences surcontinued on page 3
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W iersbe and missionaries offer words o f w isdom
C a ro l M ark s
T h e M a v e r ic k

Students returned from their
spring break activities in time to
hear Dr. W arren W iersbe’s
“Lessons of Life” at the Mis
sions Conference. Wiersbe, an
author and national speaker, was
the featured evening speaker for
the conference.
In accordance with his theme,
Wiersbe said, “[I wanted stu
dents to learn] how to apply the
Word of God to their own lives
so they can stand on their own
two feet—them and the Lord.”
Among other topics, Wiersbe
took a close look at the impor
tance of the Lord’s Prayer dur
ing the Wednesday evening ser
vice. He pointed out that the
prayer never grows repetitive if
Christians notice how it forces
them to look at their relationship
with God and with other Chris
tians before getting into the meat
of the prayer.
Although Wiersbe enjoys
speaking, he especially appreci
ated the opportunity to listen to
other speakers in the morning
services of the conference. “At
any conference I enjoy listening
to other people. It’s nice to lis
ten to the testimonies and the
music. The morning chapel time
has been a real blessing to [me].”

continued from page 1

The concert was also a high
light for junior Jennifer Willis.
“It was one of the best concerts
I’ve ever attended,” she said. “I
had never heard of them before
that night but I really enjoyed
hearing and listening to how
God had worked through their
lives.”
Since then, fFh’s album sales
and popularity have taken off in
the Christian music world. As a
result, Cedarville can look for a
few changes at this year’s con
cert. Now they will be making
the journey to Cedarville in a bus
and semi-truck. Beste adds that
all contact this year has been
through the band’s managers.
Also, close to 1,200 tickets have
already sold for this year’s con
cert. The seating is now limited
to the chapel’s balcony.

Joel Mathai, the Vice Presi
dent for New Personnel at
Christar, said, “[Missions con
ferences are important] because
they keep missions in front of the
students and keep the students
aware of current needs and op
portunities.” Mathai had first
hand experience to share with
those who visited his table at the
conference because he served
two terms planting churches in
India before he began working
at his present job with Christar.
Mathai pointed out that no
matter what their majors, stu
dents can use their talents in
missions. “Missions has a new
paradigm—it’s tentmaking, so
regardless of your major, there’s
a place for you,” he said.
Senior Jeanne Moynihan, who
is interested in medical missions,
spoke with several missionaries
Dr. Wiersbe was the keynote speaker tor the Missions Conference. Photo by B. Perkins at the conference. She took ad
Wiersbe believes the Missions “God isn’t going to call us all to vantage of the opportunity to
Conference is important because the mission field—obviously,” talk to and learn from the mis
it keeps evangelism before the he said.
sionaries. “In one-on-one inter
Senior Heather Jackson said, action with the missionaries, I
student body.
He said, “It’s very easy for “I think we need to define what think you can get the sense that
American Christians in particu the mission field is, because for this is how a real person got
lar to get comfortable and self me the mission field is a public called to go on the mission
ish. It’s good for them to be re school. Missions transcends go field,” Moynihan said.
minded that God is interested in ing to a foreign country. While
She especially appreciated the
that is important, the United advice she received from Dr.
the whole world.”
Still, Wiersbe does not believe States needs just as much spiri Jack Sorg of ABWE. He encour
that everybody is required to go tual help.”
aged her to get practical experi
to the mission field in order to
fulfill God’s will for their lives.

SPORTS
FANS

Despite these changes, the
quality and consistency of fFh’s
message has remained the same.
Going to the game? Want to
Their music continues to express
earn some extra cash? The
a deep love for God. Beste feels
nation’s leader in college
that the response of students to
marketing is seeking an
last year’s powerful concert left
energetic, entrepreneurial
a positive impression on the
student to promote products
band.
“The students’ response is the
before sporting events.
main reason why they were so
eager to come back,” he said.
* Great earnings
“Cedarville was a place that
* Part-time
stood out to them.”
* No sales involved
The anticipation for the con
cert is consequently high at the American Passage Media, Inc.
college. “I hope they do a repeat
Campus Rep Program
performance of their human
Seattle, WA
drum routine,” sophomore
Michael Burgman said.
“I’m really looking forward to 800.487.2434 Ext.4651
it,” sophomore Mark VanLenten campusrep@americanpassage.com
said. “It should be a great time
of praise and worship.”

ence in the United States before
going on the mission field.
Both Wiersbe and Mathai rec
ognize the increased interest and
spiritual level of students now as
compared to the past 10 or 20
years. “Interest is growing. I’m
especially glad to see the inter
est in the unreached,” Mathai
said.
“It’s true across the country:
our student population is the best
I’ve seen in a long, long time,”
Wiersbe said. “I’m impressed
and excited by the high caliber
of the student body—not only
here, but in other schools I’ve
been in.”
While Mathai appreciated
Wiersbe’s messages, he had a
good time interacting with stu
dents. “I like Dr. Wiersbe, but
my favorite part was the ice
cream social. I got to sit and have
some nice conversations.”
One of Moynihan’s favorite
parts of the conference were the
seminars. “I think the seminars
give the opportunity to interact
with the missionaries and gain
insight into how God revealed
his plan to them,” she said. As a
member of World Missions Fel
lowship (WMF), M oynihan
served as the contact person for
two missionaries at the confer
ence,_______ _____

M aster o f
Social Work

The only nationally accredited program in the
Council o f Christian Colleges sc Universities.

CSWE Accredited
Full tim e and Part tim e

Call about our
Advanced Standing Program
Contact lim Sheets at
716-594-6771
2301 Westside Drive
Rochester, New York 1 4 6 2 4 -1 9 9 7
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l-800-777-4R \A ^C
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n Inmates start jail break, prison officials displeased
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took down the razor wire and
rounding the new building. Yet called it Shady Acres, I would
all doors and rooms lock prop send my grandparents there for
erly and securely inside the fa retirement,” Shepherd said.
Life in this facility, however,
cility.
This correctional institution is not all fun. Sophomore
has the second lowest level of Michelle Coming understood a
security due to the fact that its bit more clearly about the power
future residents are not consid of boredom after doing her time.
ered dangerous and usually do “The inmates are in the same
not attempt to escape. Dr. Rob room all day except for meals
ert Wiggins, Professor and Di and recreational time,” Coming
rector of the Criminal Justice said. To her it seemed that bore
Public Administration Program dom was a key element of an
at Cedarville College, said, inmate’s experience.
This 24-hour activity, how
“[These inmates] will not be
good at escaping.” In addition, ever, had a few moments that
creating a more secure facility were anything but boring. Jun
would simply burden the taxpay ior Jenny Maass felt that it was
her responsibility to give the of
ers with unnecessary taxes.
After their experience, some ficers excellent training. “I took
Cedarville students found the it upon myself to help them with
living conditions to be much their training. To me it was a
better than they expected. Senior whole day of legal rebellion.”
Maass entered the facility with
Michael Shepherd noted that in
addition to necessities, the facil a pocketknife hidden in her shoe
ity provided 250 television chan and matches hidden in her
nels, four basketball courts, a blouse. She was frisked two
weekly allowance, the opportu times and managed to keep both
nity to buy items on discounts, from being detected each time.
and free college classes. Inmates Later during the stay, Maass dis
will soon have computers with tracted the officer so that junior
Internet capabilities. “If you Elizabeth deBoer could steal and
B
continued from page 1_______
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porarily re-enter the life of an
inmate. Acton, however, tore his
hand on the barbed wire fence
while escaping, so he went to the
emergency room to receive mul
tiple stitches for his injury.
According to Shepherd, the
deputies were glad the two stu
dents escaped because it showed
them the facilities need addi
tional improvements. Lt. Tip
Link, however, was not pleased.
Somehow he did not communi
cate his purposes to the students.
His desire was for the students
to follow the scenarios given by
the correctional officers rather
than to create scenarios on their
Janna Graham, Mrs. Wheeler, and Amanda Beattie enjoy their stay. Photo by Kerry Estes
own.
Wiggins said, “Both the
hide the officer’s soda. The of climbed over the first fence and
dove
under
the
second—unfin
Sheriff’s
Department and our
ficer eventually found her soda
ished
due
to
construction—a
students learned from the expe
but did not catch either Maass
riot-like atmosphere broke out rience. They learned the impor
or her cohorts.
Although Maass provided the among the students. They tance of communication because
female “inmates” with entertain cheered and encouraged the two the problems that occurred were
ment, Shepherd and fellow se escapees as they climbed and a result of poor communica
tion.”
nior Caleb Acton entertained crawled their way to freedom.
Without
wallets
or
keys
and
Despite the unplanned excite
students and guards alike. Dur
still
wearing
their
prison
apparel,
ment, the Sheriffs Department
ing a mock fire drill, the offic
ers marched all of the students the two decided that although is considering running another
onto one of the four basketball they were free, the best thing 24-hour experience in about
courts. When the closest officer would be to re-enter the build three weeks. At this experience,
was about 50 feet away, Acton ing. They had had their fun, only 30 students will participate
a n d Shepherd ran toward the proved a point about the ease of and they will ask students not to
fences to try to escape. As they escape, and were ready to tem initiate any situations.

Shops change hands
continued from page 1______

[years. Acton said they really
jwanted to remain in the down
town Cedarville area and were
waiting for something to become
■available. When they learned
; that the house across the street
| was up for sale, they seized the
jopportunity and have been ea•gerly awaiting the move ever
Isince.
The new location will offer a
i bigger kitchen and more seating,
Jincluding booths and tables,
j Acton said. She noted that there
[is also a deck in the back, which
1will provide additional seating in
Ithe warmer months, and several
itelevisions will provide enterItainment for customers. Acton
[said that Colonial Pizza plans to
ioffer coffee and cappuccino in
[the future and hopes to have a
[revised menu by next fall.
Acton said they will probably
[have to hire more workers and
| may even go to a waiter/ wait
ress system depending on how

much business picks up. She in
vites students to visit Colonial
Pizza at its new location and
says she is excited about the
shop’s opportunity for expan
sion and development.
Adding to the changes in
Raise money for your
downtown Cedarville, Webber’s
club/organization by
Florist, also on Main Street, has
promoting products and
undergone a management change
events on your campus.
and subsequent restructuring.
Dave Webber, owner of the flo
rist shop for many years, said he
* Great earnings
sold the business to Janeen
* Set your own hours
Pitstick of Springfield.
* No sales involved
Webber’s Florist, whose de
livery vans often appear on cam
pus around holidays, is familiar
to Cedarville students. Because American Passage Media, Inc.
of this, Pitstick hopes to con
Campus Rep Program
tinue the tradition with the same
Seattle, WA
types of services that Webber’s
offered. She has changed the
store name to Lady Bug Blos
soms and Bows. For more spe
cific inform ation about the 800.487.2434 Ext.4651
shop’s offerings and prices, stu campusrep@americanpassage.com
dents can call 766-5768.
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Goldfish, government go Hawaiian at The Event p
K im b erly Eridon
C o n trib u tin g W riter

The Event, formerly known as
Hoopla, premiered last Tuesday
with live goldfish, audience vol
unteers, and a luau motif. It pro
vided the chance for students to
meet, speak with, and hear from
candidates for SGA elected po
sitions before the primaries,
which occurred a week ago
Wednesday.
Four students competed for a
$50 prize by seeing who could
swallow the most goldfish. Jun
ior Dave Wilson won the contest
by swallowing a fish nearly two
inches long; it was his fifth. Upon
his victory, he said, “It tasted like
chicken.”
The three runners-up received
gift certificates. Senior Amanda
Wheeler, the only female to com
pete in that particular event, said,
“I’m getting married, and I really
need mdney, so I swallowed
fish.”
'
Junior Troy Ziel had a prob
lem with one of his fish when it
refused to go down. He spent
nearly 30 seconds trying to swal
low the fish before he finally suc
ceeded. “The fish was flopping
around inside of my mouth, and
it made it kind o f hard to
swallow...Do I have scales on
my teeth?” Ziel asked.
The other runner-up, junior
Justin Epperly, said that he was
the reason Ziel competed for the
prize. “I kind o f convinced
[Troy] to.. .I’m really going to go
home and brush my teeth,”
Epperly said. Epperly and Ziel
swallowed four fish each.
While the fish might have been
the flashiest aspect of The Event,
introducing the candidates was
the reason for this luau in the
gym. Between events like the
hula chug and the pie-eating con
test, candidates spoke their
minds on the platform. Juniors
Kandace Kenyon and Joe
Mulvaney are running for SGA
treasurer. Both have been trea
surers of various campus orga
nizations and want to change the
way students traditionally have
perceived the office of treasurer.
Kenyon said, “Beyond keep
ing track of accounts and bud

gets, I really want to be involved
with the student body and do all
I can to contribute ideas and sup
port the other officers.” Kenyon
sees the office of SGA treasurer
as “a great opportunity to be in
volved in student life while at the
same time contributing the skills
I have to help all aspects of SGA
run smoothly.”
Mulvaney is running for trea
surer because, as he said, “I think
it would be an awesome chal
lenge for me personally and a
great opportunity to serve the
student body.” He would like the
treasurer to be more involved in
other organizations. Mulvaney
would also like to make SGA
more of a resource. He said,
“There’s a lot SGA could do for
campus organizations, but they
don’t know it.”
Freshman Ericka Powell and
junior Christy Abbs are running
for SGA secretary. Powell said,
“I really want to be involved in
Cedarville.” She will focus on
communication and organization
if she is elected, and she thinks
that her perspective as a fresh
man will allow her to bring new
ideas to the table. Powell said,
“People need to realize that if
you’re going to get involved,
you’ve got to start somewhere.
That’s my hope—that people
will realize that.”
Abbs said, “I really have loved
my time at Cedarville. Being able
to, in some capacity, serve the
school would be an honor [for]
me. I feel that I could do this as
SGA secretary.” Abbs will focus
on communicating with the stu
dent body. She said, “I see the
secretary as being the message
sender between the SGA and the
students, keeping the students
updated on what is going on
within SGA.”
Abbs would also like to ex
pand the secretary’s role in SGA.
“Much can be done with the po
sition of secretary beyond taking
notes at the meetings and send
ing out email. I want to find this
need and fill it,” Abbs said.
The teams of Bob Lutz/Shawn
Stephens and Michael Lowstetter/Amy Nyhuis are running
for the offices of president and
vice president of SGA. Both
teams offer qualified candidates

who want to focus on student
communication and the new
Student Life Center. Lowstetter
said, “Our slogan is ‘what YOU
want,’ and that is what we will

next year. “We want to help set
the precedents for how that fa
cility is used next year and be
yond,” Stephens said.
Stephens said, “I think [Lutz

Junior Kerry Baker ran for the position of chaplain at The Event. Photo by B. Perkins

focus on. Amy and I have many
ideas of what we would like to
do, but we really want to match
them up with what the students
want. We really want to work
hard and make SGA very ‘stu
dent-friendly.’”
Nyhuis said, “Mike and I
would like to make sure that the
transition to the Student Life
Center is exactly what the stu
dents want...We would like to
see a wide variety of quality ac
tivities on campus... We want to
try to meet the needs of the stu
dents in every way we can.”
Lutz and Stephens have been
the president and vice president
of the class of 2001 for the past
two years. Their experience is
part of the reason they decided
to run together for the corre
sponding SGA offices. Steph
ens said that she was excited
about planning events such as
Homecoming and Hoopla. “In
addition, we also want to imple
ment new activities that would
hit on our focus of communica
tion and get students and admin
istration involved together,”
Stephens said.
Lutz and Stephens would also
like to focus on the Student Life
Center when it comes on line

To those who are considering
a run for an SGA office next
year, Nyhuis advises praying
first, planning second, and, fi
nally, taking notes on the things
that you would do differently
Lowstetter’s advice is to “get in
volved and be willing to dc Di
whatever is needed.” Powell the
said, “Go for it. There’s noth-can
ing you can lose....You get tc^y t
meet new people. It’s hard work; Ced
be prepared to lose sleep. Go foi Ihei
it. You can’t lose in trying fol don
something.”
bate
Nyhuis wanted to remind stu- Sev
dents that seniors can vote in this tun
election, and students must log spe
out and back in after chapel to- h
day in order to be able to vote len1
since the ballots will be deliv- tea
ered electronically. Mulvane) so{
said, “No matter whether yoi ma
know the candidates or not, gc jun
out and vote anyway.”
Ra
“I am so excited to see who is Di
chosen as leaders for next year,' bei
Abbs said. “I have nothing but vie
respect for each of these indi- toe
viduals. In each position there an
are two more-than-qualified in- pis
dividuals running, which makes sic
if hard to vote upon, but I see w<
that SGA will have exceptional an
leaders next year with any ol sa
these people.”

Si

is] a hard worker. There’s no
doubt in my mind that he’ll do
above and beyond 100%, and I
know he’s doing it for the right
reasons. I’ve never doubted his
motives for running. He’s totally
genuine and sincere about why
he wants the job, and that’s be
cause he loves people and serv
ing people.”
Lutz praised Stephens. “I’ve
loved working with Shawn to
this point. I think we can talk
things over and come up with a
Earn money and marketing
plan, and then we can get to
experience! The nation’s
work. I think Shawn brings so
leader in college marketing is
many things to the table. She’s
seeking an energetic,
very personal, but she’s very
entrepreneurial student to
professional. She’s also very sin
promote
products and events
cere and cares about people,”
on
campus.
Lutz said.
The pair also wishes to focus
* Great earnings
on underclassmen. Lutz said,
* Set your own hours
“Something Shawn and I think
* Part-time
is important is building into the
underclassmen. As class officers
* No sales involved
we desired that, and we would
* 5-10 hours per week
want to give that because our
goal is to make SGA better. [We] American Passage Media, Inc.
want to come back three or four
Campus Rep Program
years from now and see that it’s
Seattle, WA
10 times better than what we had
because they took what we
800.487.2434 Ext.4651
did. . . and they were able to campusrepSamericanpassage.cof1
build from that.”
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nt Debate team closes
season with awards

siderinj
ce next
praying
and, fi
R o b yn H effner
e things
C o n trib u tin g W riter
erently
“get inl to dc Debate tournaments are one of
P o w e ll
few places where students
s noth- can receive awards for their abili get tc ity to argue and members of the
d work; Cedarville Debate Team took
. Go foi their persuasive talents to a na
ming fol tional level at the National De
bate Tournament last weekend,
ind stu Several Cedarville students re
e in this turned from Kankakee, 111., with
lust log special mentions and awards,
ipel to- In the Open Division, equivato vote lent to a varsity division, junior
; deliv- team captain Amy Reno and
ilvane) sophomore Kevin Hamilton
ler yot made it to the semi-finals, as did
not, go junior Meg Jenista and freshman
Rachel Williams in the Novice
who is Division. Five Cedarville memtyear, bers were recognized with indiing but vidual speaker awards. Reno
e indi- took second in the Open Division
i there and Jenista received a fourthled in place award in the Novice Divi
makes sion. “I think the team performed
t I see Well. We argued the issues well
ptional and knew the material,” Reno
any ol said.
Cedarville faced some tough
competition. There were seven
teams in the Open Division and
eleven teams in the Novice Di
vision. College teams that are in
the National Educational Debate
Association (NEDA) traveled
from all over the country to at
tend this tournament. Cedarville
is one of three Christian colleges
in NEDA, along with Anderson
[ to
merits

University and Bob Jones Uni
versity.
The debate team met every
week to practice for this tourna
ment. When senior Karen
Belding was asked how they
prepared for Nationals, she said,
“Research, research, research.”
They spend time researching the
central issues of their topic for
evidence, both to support their
view and to tear down the
competition’s arguments. The
topic of debate at Nationals was
the privatization of prisons and
related issues, such as abuse,
overcrowding, and profit.
Mrs. Deborah Haffey coaches
Cedarville’s team with help
from A ssistant Coach Jeff
Motter, a ’99 Cedarville gradu
ate. The team appreciates both
coaches. “Their help is tremen
dous. l’heir wisdom and guid
ance really helped the team,”
Reno said. “Mrs. Haffey is fun
to work with because she has a
great sense o f humor even
though she makes you work
hard,” Belding said.
Nationals was the final debate
competition for the team this
year. Reno felt that is was a suc
cessful season. “It was a good
growing and learning time for
the team as well as a bonding
time to bring us closer as
friends,” she said.
Most of the debate team will
return next year. Belding and
Gwilt are the only seniors on the
‘99-00 debate team.

STOP IN TODAY AT
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Cedar Faces
D .N .C . Jones
Set Designer and Technical
Director
Full Name: Donald Nelson Christian Jones.
Nicknames: Don or D.N.C.
Occupation at Cedarville: Designer and
Technical Director, Communication Arts
Department, Division o f Theatre.
Date and Place of Birth: 1950 in Glens
Falls, New York.
What’s the best thing about your job? I
love working with the students. I also love
having a blank sheet o f paper to work with
each production, the research that goes
along with that, and seeing a design take a
3-D shape. Every day is different.
What do you think is the best-kept secret
about Cedarville College? Probably the fact
that it is as academically diverse as it is.
If you could visit any city in the world,
what would it be? I’ve always wanted to
visit Prague because o f the arts and the
history there—the culture.
Students would be surprised to learn that:
They are always surprised to leam that I’m
50 years old.
.
Name two things always found in your
refrigerator: Bagels and ginger marmalade.
What is your favorite book? If you mean
fiction, I like Bodies and Souls by David
Lodge and most anything by the late Walker
Percy. I read Seamus Heaney a lot now. Non
fiction, all sorts o f art periodicals/joumals
and John Macquarrie, the theologian.
The T.V. program you never miss is: The
morning news. With rehearsals and working
late at the college, I rarely watch television.
Where is your favorite place to dine? I live
in Maine during the summers, so probably
my favorite would be the Sail Loft in
Rockport, Maine.
Spanning any time period, whom would
you most like to meet? Leonardo DaVinci
or Michelangelo.

If you had the opportunity to sing in
chapel, what would you perform? It’s a
toss up between My Faith Has Found a
Resting Place or Deep River, the Negro
spiritual.
What is your biggest pet peeve? One thing
I dislike is the categorizing o f individuals. I
like to treat people as individuals because
everyone is at a different place in their
journey . . . I don’t like comparing people
with others.
I feel that the event that has most im
pacted the world in my lifetime would be:
I think o f the moon landing or the Berlin
Wall coming down.
What is your favorite childhood memory?
My family had a place on the coast of Maine,
and I enjoyed sailing up the coast o f Maine
to Nova Scotia—I still love to do that. I hope
to do it this summer in time for the Tall
Ships in Halifax.
If “unlimited flexibility” described your
physical state, what maneuver would you
perform? Probably flight, if that was an
option.
If I were asking the “Sidewalk Talk
Question,” it would be: This is probably a
little heavy, but as an artist I’m interested in
perceptions, so perhaps “What do you
perceive as ‘normal’ for an individual in a
college setting and why?”

El
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N ew core o f seven to lead F ellow ship services
public service on Wednesday
night and Sunday n,ight. The
T h e M averick
seven days a week is their real
With the start of Spring Quar ministry—seven days a week,
ter comes a brand new group of basically 24 hours a day of hav
seven men—better known as the ing a ministry in students’ daily
Ad 7—to lead the campus Fel lives.”
During Winter Quarter, stu
lowship services. Vice President
of Christian Ministries Pastor dents nominated their classmates
Bob Rohm mentors the group to the Ad 7. Rohm ran a basic
filter over the nom inations,
and oversees the services.
eliminating
anyone who did not
Rohm said, “I’m responsible
meet
the
basic
requirements of
for the Fellowship services, but
being
a
male
underclassman
who
it’s done through the Ad 7.” He
also meets with the men on a maintains a reasonable GPA,
weekly basis to have Bible stud stays involved in Christian Min
ies, discuss spiritual leadership, istries, and had not violated the
and talk through services and campus rules.
Rohm and the 1999-2000 Ad
any necessary adjustments.
7
members
then discussed each
After input from former Ad 7
members, Rohm decided to al individual on it until they nar
ter the structure of the Ad 7. rowed the list to 14 men and six
Rather than assigning each of or seven alternates. The 14 men
the new members to a specific who accepted the nomination
role with a specific title (like then spoke during a Wednesday
chairperson, treasurer, etc.), the night service, and the student
seven men will have responsi body elected the seven men they
bilities but not official titles. thought were most qualified to
Some of their responsibilities serve on the Ad 7.
will overlap, and some of them
could have more than one area
of responsibility.
Three of the men will work on
worship, two will work in the
audio visual room, one will be
responsible for the offerings, one
for the missions project, and one
will help communicate between
Rohm and the other six members
during the week.
Kevin Batista
Sophomores Kevin Batista,
Year: Sophomore
M att Hofmann, and Adam
Major: Marketing
McCune will all work on the
What are your personal
worship services together. If one goals for the year? “ l)Leaming
of them is speaking, the other to have faith. Lately, God has
two will take care of all the mu been teaching me a lot about
sic-related responsibilities for faith and living out what I be
the evening.
lieve. My faith has been tested
“We just want it to be a time and stretched. 2) Understanding
of encouragement and reflecting why I believe what I believe and
on what the Lord is doing in our looking things up in the Bible.
lives,” Batista said. He contin 3) Growing with these guys
ued, “The seven people on stage through the ministry of the Ad
are no different than the people 7.”
who are singing in the audience.
What are your responsibili
We’re all praising the same Lord ties? “[The Ad 7’s] main respon
and the same Savior.”
sibility is to serve the student
All seven will speak through body in any way we can. The
out the next three quarters. greatest responsibility is prayer
While many students typically and support for the student
think that is their primary re body.”
sponsibility, Rohm believes a
Hobbies: Soccer, music,
greater responsibility exists for sports in general, being outside,
the men. He said, “I don’t think and doing outdoor activities
their major responsibility is the
Favorite Sport: Soccer
Carol Marks

Dan Blosser
Year: Junior
Major: Nursing
What are your personal
goals for the year? “My main
goal is to share whatever I’m
learning at the time and try to
make it as applicable as possible
to daily living.”
What are your responsibili
ties? “I’m going to be in charge
of the missions project and that
will come up next year. ”
Hobbies: Weight lifting,
roller blading, biking
Favorite sport: “Wrestling—
not the kind you see on TV, but
collegiate wrestling.”

Matt Hofmann
Year: Sophomore
Major: Missions
What are your personal
goals for the year? “I’m hop
ing to learn a whole lot from
Pastor Rohm and to use him as
a great resource. He’s got a lot
of knowledge about the minis
try.”
What are you most excited
about being on the Ad 7? “I’m
very excited just being on the
team with these guys. They’re
just a super group. ”
Hobbies: Being in the out
doors, reading classic novels,
hanging out with family, listen
ing to and playing music
Favorite car: 1972 Volk
swagen Bug

Mike Call
Year: Junior
Major: Bible Comprehensive/CE Youth
What are your personal
goals for the year? “I want to
grow personally. I enjoy the [op
portunity] of talking to my fel
low students. . . These six men
and Pastor Rohm are the most
godly men I know.”
What are your responsibili
ties? “ W orking with Matt
Nihiser in the booth preparing
the slides.”
Hobbies: Roller blading, so
cializing, playing sports, reading
Favorite sports team: “Chi
cago Bears. Not because they
win—because they never do.
Just because growing up we
would pass by the stadium. I
[also] like their colors.”

Adam McCune
Year: Sophomore
Major: Missions
What are your personal
goals for the year? “I just want
to be obedient and see what
God’s going to do through this
ministry. Usually when you
minister, you get ministered to.
I want to learn more about wor
ship since I’m leading it.”
What are you most excited
about being on the Ad 7? “I’m
just pumped to be able to serve
the student body like this.”
Hobbies: Drums, checking
into people’s personalities, trav
eling (I’ve traveled through 30
states.”)
Who is someone you look up
to? “One of my heroes is my
grandfather because he’s had a
tough life. He was never given
a fair shot at anything, but to me
he’s the man.”

Year: Junior
Major: Pre-seminary
What are your personal
goals for the year? “To be
available to the student body—
not only up on stage, but in the
dorm room and through prayer
support.”
What are your responsibili
ties ? “My main responsibility is
the PowerPoint presentation.
Mike Call and I work [together]
on that.”
Hobbies: Camping, hunting,
and golfing
Who do you look up to?
“Someone I really look up to
is my father. He’s very wise in
his counsel and applies that wis
dom to his life.”

Brock Weston
Year: Sophomore
Major: Philosophy
What are your personal
goals for the year? “1)1 want
to grow closer to this group of
guys in many ways. They’re just
an awesome group of guys. 2)To
develop more o f a servant’s
heart for the student body. Lead
ership needs to be rooted in
servanthood.”
What are your responsibili
ties? “One of my responsibili
ties is to be head usher. It wasn’t
a job I chose or picked, but in
hind sight, it suits my personal
ity well. [The other is] speak
ing.”
Hobbies: Singing, weight lift
ing, ultimate frisbee, playing the
guitar
Favorite car: “I’m a car fa
natic.”
U.S.: Corvette
Asian: Honda S2000
German: BMW M3
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U ndeclared m ajors hack through D M C jungle
Charlie Shiffllet
Contributing- W riter

“Forging Your Way Through
the MAJOR Jungle,” an event
sponsored by Counseling, Ca
reer, and Academic Services,
sought to give direction and en
couragement to students uncer
tain of their future vocational
goals.
The event was held on Tues
day, Mar. 28, in the DMC
Boardroom. Faculty and student
representatives from all aca
demic departments were pres
ent. The representatives’ main
goal, according to event adver
tisements, was to provide a plan
of action for undecided stu
dents, giving them a map with
which to “forge” through the
hot, sticky jungle of career in
d ecisio n .
Today’s culture sometimes
treats indecisiveness with dis
dain, as if it were an impediment
to progress. Sophomore unde
clared student Carol Mills said
that many times people hear of
her undeclared status and offer

Senior Rob Kirby represented the Bible department at the jungle. Photo by B. Perkins

their condolences, making it
sound “like it’s an unfortunate
place to be or something.” Mills
also said, “Sometimes actively
waiting is part of God’s process
of growing us.”
Ginger Butler, Assistant to the
Director o f Career Services,
agrees, believing that when in
decision is coupled with a plan

of action, or a map, then one is
not lost amid the hot, sticky
“jungle” of indecision; in fact,
one is “forging” on ahead.
“Forging Your Way Through
the MAJOR Jungle” transformed
the DMC Boardroom from a
luxurious meeting place into a
makeshift jungle, complete with
trees, shrubs, a tent, rubber

snakes, and even a man in a go
rilla suit—who, by the way, was
Vice President for Enrollment
Management David Ormsbee.
Pretzels, cheesecake, and soda
graced the refreshment tables.
Several lucky students won door
prizes from a stockpile of do
nated gifts, including a Best Buy
gift card, books, sweatshirts, and
baskets full of snacks.
The helpful faculty and stu
dent representatives made the
event worth attending for each
undecided student. It was cer
tainly no small task to get all of
the essential departments and
services together under one roof.
The faculty and student repre
sentatives made themselves
available for questions concern
ing their areas of expertise.
According to Acting Registrar
Fran Campbell, there are cur
rently 123 undeclared students
at the college. Just over 20% of
all current students were, at one
time in their academic career,
undeclared, Campbell said. Al
though the event’s attendance
was slightly below initial expec

tation, only at one other time in
the history of the school has
there been an event like this
one—the first one was held on
the Second Floor two years ago
and had a coffeehouse theme.
Kim Ahlgrim, a counselor
from Counseling Services, looks
forward to the new possibilities
that await this undeclared major
event in future years, such as
being able to use the facilities of
the new Student Life Center
opening this fall.
The event’s evaluation com
mittee, as of now, plans to con
tinue the event in future years—
possibly even by extending it
over several days, each with a
different focus. As students con
tinue to work out their futures,
Ahlgrim hopes that they will
develop their own interests and
desires. She said, “God has so
uniquely designed us—with pas
sions, personality, interests, val
ues. When students grasp this
concept, I think there is a free
dom that occurs; learning be
comes exciting, and not just a
task.”

Senior M usic Recitals
Michael Dorsey, Organiza
tional Communications
April 7, 7:00 p.m.
He will deliver his rendition
of “I’ve Been to the Mountain
Top.” The piece will focus on
the lives o f Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr., and James Weldon
Johnson, two very influential
Negro preachers.
Dan Rainsberger, Music and
Vocal Performance
April 8, 7:00p.m.
His recital will focus on clas
sical music from a variety of
musical eras. Dan will be sing
ing several songs by Henry
Purcell, Gabriel Faure, and
Johannes Brahms, as well as
some arias from La Boheme and
Don Giovani. Dan will be clos
ing the night with some Ameri
can spirituals and theater.
Jessica Wagner, Music Com
position
April 15, 7:00 p.m.
Her senior recital is unique
because she will compose all of
the pieces in her recital. She is
required to write a variety of dif
ferent ensembles for different

genres. Her selections include a
16-part instrumental piece, a
choir song, a few vocal solos, a
jazz number, and a piano solo
with ballet.
David McGrew, Music Com
position
April 26, 4:30p.m.
He will present some original
compositions for his recital. It
includes several choral pieces
built on biblical texts (Gen 8:21;
Job 38:1-18), a trombone con
certo, four art songs inspired by
short poems by H.D. Thoreau,
and some small chamber en
sembles.
Sara Eleveld, Music
April 28, 7:00 p.m.
Focusing on voice, she will
sing several songs that will dem
onstrate her range and abilities
as a singer.
Hannah Rives, Music Educa
tion
April 29 7:00p.m.
She plans to do a French set
by Reynaldo Hahn, an English
set by Roger Quilter, a set from
the musical Jekyll and Hyde, and
to finish the night, a Jazz set.

Amy Allen, Music
May 4, 8:00p.m.
She will focus on performance
on the violin in her senior recital.
Jennifer McLeod, Music
May 12, 7:00p.m.
She will be giving a perfor
mance specializing on piano.
Her repertoire will include pieces
from Beethoven, Brahms,
Chopin, Rachmaninoff, Griffes,
and Ravel. Being a piano teacher,
her recital will include an appear
ance by four of her students pro
viding a “A Night at the Circus.”
Karyn Farkus, Music Educa
tion
May 13, 3:00 p.m.
She will be singing variations
on Italian, German, French and
English songs. She will also be
including a composition of her
own.
Mindy Robinson, Music Edu
cation
May 27, 2:00p.m.
She will be playing piano
pieces by Chopin, Haydn,
Gershwin, Bach, and Claude
Bolling.

fo r your m ind

fo r yo u r heart

S eitice

fo r yo u r hands

eh

B a p t is t B ible S em inary
Clarks Summit, Pennsylvania
800.451.2287
www.bbc.ed u
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Serve-yourself textbooks coming to SLC bookstore
Cara A n d erso n
Staff W riter

Editor’s Note: This is thefirst
o f four parts in a series “Ce
dars ” will run regarding the Stu
dent Life Center to highlight the
new changes affecting the stu
dent body.
The new Student Life Center,
now housing a brand new col
lege bookstore, promises to be
come the hub of college life.
Floor plans contain areas that
nearly double the size of the cur
rent building, allowing great ef
ficiency. Bigger and better is not
always everything, but for this
college service, it means excit
ing improvements.
The current bookstore for
merly housed the chapel over 25
years ago and now may be
turned into office space for the
print shop.
Lee Mattson, Supervisor of
Operations at the College Book
store, is glad for more space in
which to serve students. “One of
the areas of greatest need is the
textbook room,” he said. “We
are looking to have more space
to receive and process text
books. I understand that when
the college had 700 students, we
had the same textbook room that

we now use to serve over 2,700
students. My greatest concern is
over the safety of our staff, es
pecially during ‘rush week’ in
the fall when we get literally
thousands of heavy textbooks,
stacked to the ceiling, with little
space to walk,” he said.
Mattson also hopes to cut
down on textbook lines. “We
currently serve students their
textbooks, but we are going to a
self-serve store where students
pick up their own books. Instead
of waiting in line, you can go to
the shelves yourself, see what
new or used books are available,
and decide to purchase them,” he
said.
A new “point of sales system”
may be implemented in the
bookstore when it opens in July.
“Instead of our cashiers keying
items in, we would simply scan
items at the register,” Mattson
said. “We hope that checkout
lines won’t be so long, and stu
dents will be served a lot
quicker.”
Because of additional space to
market goods, the bookstore
may strengthen the pastoral min
istries section and add merchan
dise like computer software.
“Obviously we’re looking to
continue to provide a variety of

W h o ’s W h o R e c ip ie n ts
Je n n ife r A m e n t
C ara A nderson
D ana A nglund
C larissa Band
P eter B ednarek
M ichael Boehm
Em ily Bohl
Robyn C annon
Lucinda C ongdon
D avid C ook
T ina Coon
D ustin C rider
Kara D oden
C arrie Fabian
D avid F ourm an
D avid Fretz
S arah G ilchrist
Jana G lessner
Shaw n G raves
A n d re w H edges
S arah High
Julie Lam born
R ebecca Leatherm an
S cott Lehr
Stephen Light
John M ason

H eather M aybury
H eidi M cK elvey
A m a n d a M elcher
M orris, Rachel
Jea n n e M oynihan
Jason O lander
G udrun O lson
Je ffre y O lson
K elsey Perkins
C h risto p h e r R ecktenw ald
David R eisenbigler
K elly Reitz
R achel Reno
G eneva R oberts
D ouglas R otm an
M aranatha R uberg
S cott R uhlm an
Joel Schenk
A nn S w artz
N icole T h o m a s
W e s le y T illett
M ichele V anlier
A dam W arnken
A nn W e e ks
Jonathan W inn
Jaya Yohannan

Kevin Young

The bookstore will be larger and offer new services in the SLC. Photo by B. Perkins

dents are looking for. While our
store is focused on the students,
we want to communicate to the
public that we care about them
as well,” Mattson said. The new

facility will make parking avail
able to community members
who often have had trouble in
the past finding a spot at the cur
rent building.

As the bookstore grows and
improves, Mattson looks for
ward to the student response.
“ We want an environm ent
where students feel that it is your
campus bookstore, and feel that
we care and are open to sugges
tions,” he said.
“As we expand our store,, we
are working to be as competitive
as possible. I don’t see textbook
sites like Amazon or Varsity as
being a negative element. Ser
vice is still the real key—we’re
getting what professors tell us
students will need. We have
used books and always try to get
the best prices we can to exist,”
he said.
As the bookstore expands,
M attson summed up the
thoughts of the staff. “It is a
privilege to work here,” he said.
“The facility may change, but
the people don’t. We want the
college to know that we’re here
to serve you, to be the best we
can be for God and his glory—a
little part of the total Cedarville
experience.”

C o m p a r is o n o f P r ic e s
BOOKSTORE
$20.00
106.50
81.25
28.50
44.50
50.50

St. Martins Guide to Writing
Physics
Integrated Princ. of Zoology
Eight Modem Essayists
Teaching Bearing the Torch
Social Science

(937)767-9330

110 Dayton St.

AMAZON
49.70
119.30
91.55
34.80
55.40
59.65

VARSITY
44.73
107.37
90.45
31.32
49.86
53.69

CAMPUS REP
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Mtn.
Bikes

Road
&BM X

m sn H T E n L j
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ERICANBICYCLE<7>TECMN0L08Y'

Hours: Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat.: 10am-6pm; Fri.:10am-6pm
Sun.: 12pm-4pm Closed Mondays

You can order

PAtH anymessage!
chapel
CDR Radio N etw ork

90 m3 FM
A

Simply stop by the
CDR office in the P.O.
to place your order.

The nation’s leader in college
marketing is seeking an
energetic, entrepreneurial
student for the position of
campus rep.
* Great earnings
* Set your own hours
* Part-time
* No sales involved
* 5-10 hours per week
American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

800.487.2434 Ext.4651
campusrep@americanpassage.com
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Bike rack
atop Milner
K ristan Gott
Staff W riter

Spring is in the air, and not only does
the theft percentage rise—the springtime
pranks do too. The weather becomes nice
and people get a little adventuresome, as
was the case on campus Monday morn
ing.
While students were walking to their
8:00 a.m. classes, many were surprised
to see a bike rack on the roof of Milner.
In response to the prank, Jeremy Pierre
said, “I think that it is a travesty when
bike racks are not treated with the utmost
respect, especially on a Christian college
campus. I mean, you can expect unbe
lievers to mistreat such a precious re
source, but when Christians indulge in
the abuse of such a valuable asset as a
bike rack, it’s about time that we really
check our priorities.”
Although this type of prank may pro
voke these kinds of responses from some
people, in the end the intentions seemed
harmless and did not hurt anyone. In
stead, they just brightened a few people
on their early morning treks to class.
Sophomore Melissa Knaus said, “On
my way to my 8:00 I saw the bike rack. I
think I just thought something like, ‘Oh,
what the visitors must think.’”
Junior Matthew Dunn said, “[I] thought
it was pretty funny. What a great prank.
Someone really had to plan that one.”
Director o f Campus Safety Doug
Chisholm verified that the Milner prank
occured and that a seperate incident in
volving a bike rack on Lawlor was dis
covered Sunday morning. Chisholm’s
department is currently looking into the
situation and believes that those respon
sible are within the student body.
He could not offer any more specifics
regarding.the logistics of the pranks like
how the students acomplished the feat,
or what was required to rectify the
stiuation, but he did comment on the na
ture of the acts.
Chisholm said, “What they think is a
prank is not really so funny. Someday
they may get arrested.”
He also added that such activities are
harmful to the roofs of buildings and stu
dents could be injured in the process. He
said that running in dark clothes at night
is dangerous.
So another prank goes down in the
Cedarville College history books. At least
students seem to have matured past the
stage of pulling fire alarms for their only
source of amusement.

courtesy o f 5 M in u te W a lk

iC k r is tia n .c o m

Trip includes airfare for two,
accommodations & transportation
to the Cornerstone Festival held
July 8th in Bushnell, !L

Your O n lin e C h ristia n M ark etp lace

The world's most complete Christian products w eb site has teamed up with C C M M agazine to give you a
year's worth of music from your favorite labels— FREE! You could win our GRAND

PRIZE of every artist s

current and future release this year from Essential Records, Pamplin Music, 5 Minute W alk Records, ForeFront
Records, Squint Entertainment, M yrrh Records and O rganic Records! And, entering is as easy as logging
on to

iChristian.com and answering a brief questionnaire.

S p read Hie w o rd !

N o purchase is necessary, but you must enter before M ay 15th, 2 0 0 0 to win. One entry per person. You must enter through iChristian.com. Prize
drawing made at random on M a y 19th, 2 0 0 0 . Winners will be notified by mail or phone on or before M ay 3 1st, 2 0 0 0 and will be posted on the
site. Employees o f C C M Communications, iChristian.com, ForeFront Records, Pamplin Music, O rganic Records, Essential Records, Myrrh Records,
Squint Entertainment and 5 Minute W alk Records are not eligible.
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K ickm acher shares N A SA vision at Cedarville
Jen Wishart
C on tribu ting W riter

NASA shared its vision for the
International Space Station at
Cedarville last week. Gary
Kickmacher of NASA’s John
son Space Center in Houston,
Texas, presented his vision for
“a gateway to permanent human
presence in space for the expan
sion of knowledge benefiting all
people and nations.”
The space station is becoming
a prominent activity. The initial
modules are already in orbit, can
now be seen from the ground,
and will have a full-time crew
beginning this spring. A collabo
ration between 16 nations, it is
billed as the most important in
ternational scientific endeavor
ever. Major advances are ex
pected in life sciences, medicine,
micro-gravity, and several other
areas. There are significant plans
for commercial activity on the
station.
Kickmacher’s mission for this
program is to see that “in the

Gary Kickmacher, a representative from NASA, shared the vision for upcoming space
technology, including the International Space Station, on Mar. 28. Photo by B. Perkins,

coming millennium, man will no
longer be confined to the earth.
He will live on planets beyond.”
The presentation on Tuesday,
Mar. 28, involved slides and
photographs showing the new
space station and the benefits of
this particular model. “The space
station is still on track. It will
produce quantum leaps in com
munication and science. It will

produce the jumping-off point
for people to live on other plan
ets.” Even though there have
been several false starts on the
building of the space station, a
recently developed model is on
schedule.
Kickmacher said, “All of us
here should be honored because
we are at the beginning of a new
stage in life.” Kickmacher was

involved in the challenger inves
tigation as well as in develop
ing the first commercial space
lab. His passion, however, is the
space station. Kickmacher’s de
sire is for the space station to
become the object of a long and
bitterly fought fight for freedom
in the space program.
Freshman Kris Moore said, “I
am fascinated by science and I
saw the poster advertising this
event and decided to come. I
love science fiction books and
watching the stars at night. I
want to go into space someday,
but not as an astronaut necessar
ily. I would love to just explore
outer space.”
Freshman Ariel Starbuck said,
“I’m interested in seeing where
the U.S. is blowing our tax
money. I also like learning about
low astronauts live in space.”
Junior Nelson Lewis, a mem>er of the SAE (Society of Auomotive Engineers) student
:hapter said, “Space exploration
las a major impact on life here
m earth. From this event I hope

others will gain a better under
standing of how practical the
space program really is.”
Kathy Schwienfurth, Educa
tional Outreach Director at
Wright Patterson Air Force
Base, said, “We get kids inter
ested in math, science, and en
gineering so students will be in
terested in future career oppor
tunities in these fields. We are
also here for communication—
to have a positive influence on
the kids. If you don’t excite kids
about it when they are little, you
lose them. Excite them when
they are young so they will say,
‘I want to be a scientist when I
grow up.’ That’s why I like what
I am doing. That is what this is
all about.”
Kickmacher believes that chil
dren are the future of the space
program. “Until this past century
it was believed that it would take
super human efforts to go to
space. Because of the Wright
Brothers, flying outside our uni
verse became a reality—it was
no longer a dream.”

Bob Jones recants, alters inst tutional preference
Sherri Ross
Contributing- W riter

Last month, Bob Jones III,
President of Bob Jones Univer
sity, announced on national tele
vision that the university would
no longer forbid currently en
rolled students to date
interracially.
“In fact, as of today, we have
dropped the rule,” Jones said
Mar. 3 on Larry King Live.
Bob Jones University is a sec
ondary education institution of
approximately 5,000 students
nestled in Greenville, SC. The
school is known throughout a
considerable part of the Chris
tian arena for its strict, legalistic
code of rules and controversial
policies on various Biblical and
social issues. Among the most
controversial of its policies im
posed on attending students was
the administration’s prohibition
of interracial dating. Because of
this policy, many people in both
the public and Christian arena
assumed the school was racially
prejudiced.
Texas Governor George W.
Bush’s visit to the campus pre
cipitated the focus of national at
tention on the university and the

controversial ideological stan
dards it upholds. Bush gave a
speech at BJU to begin his cam
paign for the South Carolina
GOP presidential primary. The
candidate was strongly criticized
for having campaigned at a
school that held such controver
sial beliefs without articulating
any criticism or disagreement
with its stance on interracial dat
ing and anti-Catholicism.
Bush later apologized for not
having stated his opposition to
the university’s beliefs in rela
tion to those issues. He also ex
pressed approval when hearing
that the university had decided
to revoke the interracial dating
policy. However, when Jones
appeared on Larry King Live, he
clearly stated that the school has
not altered its belief that inter
racial dating is wrong. “We
stand against the one-world gov
ernment, against the coming
world of anti-Christ, which is a
one-world system of blending of
all differences...into one big
ecumenical world. The Bible is
very clear about this... Interra
cial marriage is a genetic blend
ing, which is a very definite sort
of blending. ...we said...let’s
put this policy in here because
we are against the one-world

church...” When asked by Larry
King if he thought that perhaps
such a rationale was slightly far
fetched, Jones said, “I don’t
think it’s taking it too far, but I
can tell you this, we don’t have
to have the rule.”
Jones made an honest admis
sion before the nation that the
rule itself cannot be supported
by any scriptural passage. “We
can’t point to a verse in the Bible
that says you shouldn’t date or
marry in terracial...w e have
never tried to do that. But we
have said there is...an overrid
ing principle of the one-world
government...but now we are
being defined as a racist school.”
Jones maintains that BJU is not
a racist school. “To be racist,
you have to treat people differ
ently. We don’t. We [didn’t] let
them date, because we were try
ing, as an example, to enforce
something that is much greater
than this,” he said.
On Mar. 3,2000, as the presi
dent of the college, Jones autho
rized the revocation of the policy
on the grounds that the policy’s
significance did not appropriate
the bad press the school was re
ceiving because of it. The policy,
first enacted in the mid-1950s,
had been in effect for nearly 50

years. “And if all anybody can
see is this rule, which we never
talk about or preach, which most
of our students couldn’t even tell
you what it is. It is that unim
portant to us...it is so insignifi
cant to the world at large, why
should we have this here...? It
hurts our graduates...it hurts
maybe the church as well. I
don’t want to hurt the church of
Jesus Christ.” The remainder of
the talk show was dominated by
very adequate and eloquent
speeches by Jones in defense of
the university.
Inquiries of some BJU stu
dents were made concerning
what effect the policy revocation
has had on the student body as
well as on individual students.
Although the students seemed
somewhat hesitant to comment,
some gave brief responses. Josh
Crockett, a junior at BJU, agreed
with Bob Jones III. “It hasn’t
really affected me personally, or
the student body,” Crockett said.
“It didn’t seem important, it
wasn’t discussed, and it was
never enforced.”
Samuel Bray, a sophomore at
BJU, held a similar opinion. “It
wasn’t the rule itself that was
really a big deal. It was more
symbolic than anything. Person

ally, I’m glad it’s gone, but it
hasn’t really had any major ef
fects on myself or the school in
general.”
Carrie Cooper, also a student
at BJU, seemed less hesitant to
state her position on the subject.
“It hasn’t really affected me very
much at all,” Cooper said. “I per
sonally wouldn’t do that any
way, but it hasn’t really had any
significant effect on my life at
BJU.” .
In a letter to the nation, which
BJU posted on its website at
www.bju.edu, Bob Jones III ex
plains the university’s founding
principles, the issue of racial big
otry in regard to the school’s
admission policy, social ideol
ogy, and the violation of the
school’s religious freedom to
practice the beliefs of its choice.
Claiming that the core issue of
the entire matter is religious free
dom, he concludes the letter this
way: “ To speak in defense of
Bob Jones University does not
align anyone with our beliefs,
but with the cherished principle
of religious freedom guaranteed
by our Constitution.”
The complete transcript of the
Mar. 3,2000, broadcast of Larry
King Live can be found at
www.cnn.com.
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Sam Logan writes home about studies in Oxford

Sam Logan
Note from the Editor:
Cedarville College junior Sam
Logan is spending a semester
abroad with the Travel Studies
Program, studying at the Cen
tre fo r Medieval and Renais
sance Studies in Oxford, En
gland, from where h e ’sfded this
report.
Finally in Oxford. After a year
of applying, hoping, and re-ap
plying, I have at last arrived at
the place that has occupied my
imagination for so long. Remi
niscing a bit, I find it somewhat
strange to think of the journey
that began in Cedarville and
brought me to a different coun
try, only to take me back to
Cedarville again soon. And al
though my time here is almost
gone, I can still remember my
first few weeks in Oxford as if
they happened yesterday . . .
I was met at Heathrow Air
port, London, with an interest
ing surprise—my luggage did
not arrive. After reporting my
loss to the baggage claim, I set
off with the clothes on my back
and the few items in my back
pack in search of a bus to Ox
ford.
Two hours later, the bus
nulled into a beautiful city that

is at once an architectural won at the Centre for Medieval and
der and a melting pot for stu Renaissance Studies.
dents from around the world.
Fortunately (or perhaps unfor
W andering around, I was tunately, depending on your per
struck by the odd mix of the old spective), most of the people I
and the new in this town. Over met at the welcoming reception
head loomed the historic spires looked somewhat like me. I was
o f postcard quality, yet the able to make friends right away,
streets were lined with contem and after tea and scones, we
porary shops and restaurants— headed out for dinner at a pub.
Starbucks, McDonalds, Burger
Ah, the pub. I don’t think the
King, the Gap, photo shops, and unenlightened American can
drugstores.
quite comprehend what a pub is,
I was soon to find out that this for our conceptions o f the
grafting of the modem into the American bar scene cause us
ancient is not limited to infra immediately to conjure up im
structures, but is in fact the per ages of bad music, drunken sail
meating quality of Oxford which ors, and an atmosphere as un
gives it its generally universal healthy as the cigarette smoke
appeal.
which lingers around your nose
Oxford itself is not very large, and threatens to send you gasp
but on my first day it certainly ing into the street.
seemed big enough to me. Sit
British pubs, however, triple
ting in a restaurant, I found my as restaurants, bars, and general
self fascinated with the diversity social centres. In fact, the pub is
among the people of Oxford. the mainstay of British culture,
Admittedly, my expectations of and for me to fail to mention the
Oxford students were quite dif pub would be to leave out a large
ferent from the reality. I had pic part of my Oxford experience.
tured the typical Oxford student While honouring my personal
to be a very British-looking commitment to abstain from al
young man with a dapper com cohol, I have found the pubs to
plexion and a rather aristocratic be the best place to meet English
accent, stuffed into an outfit people, both Christian and non
complete with bow tie, vest, and Christian, as well as a great en
perhaps a blue jacket. So when vironment in which to read, play
I saw a purple-haired, leather- cards, or just talk with friends.
clad fellow walking down the
But of course, at the heart of
street, closely followed by a this enigmatic city is a
character bearing a striking re longstanding tradition of aca
semblance to the Dalai Lama, I demic excellence,-and it is for
was immediately taken aback, this reason that I wished to come
and indeed wondered what my to Oxford. Exclusive to Oxford
fellow students would look like and Cambridge, the learning

system is structured around tu
torials, which are weekly oneon-one m eetings with a
specialised tutor. Going into the
tutorials, I was rather nervous,
not knowing what to expect, and
a bit apprehensive about the in
tense weekly workload. But my
fears were soon quelled as I met
my tutors and realised that they
were truly interested in me as a
person. As my Philosophy of
Religion tutor said, “We can
learn from each other. That’s
what this is all about.”
In retrospect, I think it would
be quite a stretch to say that I
taught my tutors anything, but
nevertheless it had a soothing
effect on my nerves.
The first few weeks found me
fully engrossed in my work.
When I wasn’t in a tutorial or a
seminar, I was either in the li
brary or the computer lab, read
ing and pumping out at least two
papers weekly. I discovered that
the very nature of the tutorial
system made me want to learn
more. Because my tutors were
interested in what I came up
with, I did my best to impress
them, and in the meantime be
gan to learn more on my own
than I ever did in a normal class.
As students at the Centre for
Medieval and Renaissance Stud
ies, we have access to the facili
ties of Keble College, including
the dining hall and the library.
My participation at Keble pro
vided me with some of the most
memorable experiences of my
time here.

One such experience was cer
tainly the evening meal. The din
ing hall looks somewhat like a
cathedral—high ceiling, ornate
woodwork, and a huge painting
overhead. At one end of the
room is an elevated platform, on
which is a High Table, where the
Keble faculty sit. Students sit at
one of six long wooden tables
that run perpendicular to the
High Table and must wear black
robes at every evening meal in
Hall.
The students are seated first,
and the faculty file in shortly
thereafter. All stand for a prayer,
which is read in Latin by a
graduate student. The meal con
sists of three courses, all of
which are delivered by servers.
The whole system has spoiled
me, I’m afraid, and as much as I
miss Chuck’s, I am certainly not
looking forward to standing in
cafeteria lines again.
It is difficult to sum up my first
few weeks in Oxford in such a
short space. I cannot begin to
share all the intricacies and
subtleties of English life with
which I am at last becoming
comfortable. It is easy to get lost
in the midst of everything. I
can’t shake the thought that God
has brought me here for a pur
pose, and my desire is that he
will continue to use this experi
ence to achieve that purpose in
my life.
Oxford, England
April 1, 2000
8:30 p.m.

B P’s station

Barnabe Cowiherine Calfleen

Corwin

One Mile north of Yellow Springs on Route 68
Open 7 days a week 325-0629

And you think you’re bored? Try flinging yourself at your reflection all day.
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MUSIC REVIEWS
Plankeye - Relocation
Record label & year: BEC Records, 1999
Musical genre: Modem rock
Album Length: 11 songs; 43+ minutes
Discography context: Fifth album
Band’s makeup: Eric Balmer and Luis Garcia
Comparable to: Semisonic, Supertones
Standout track: “Goodbye,” a tear-jerker destined
to be used at many graduations, funerals, and other “fare
well” occasions. “Goodbye” proceeds at a solemn pace
until it kicks into high gear with a gut-wrenchingly
emotional climax.

Most valuable asset: At this point in Plankeye’s ex
istence, its most valuable asset is Eric’s and Luis’ per
sistence in making this impressive album despite the
apparent disintegration of Plankeye (two of its four band
members left the group, including lead singer/songwriter
Scott Silletta).
Weak link: Eric’s and Luis’s lyrics tend to ramble,
which gives the songs a conversational but somewhat
disjointed feel.
Memorable line: I never took the time to stop and
realize that death takes many forms, even while alive. from “Goodbye”

Interesting tidbit: Former lead singer Silletta now
sings with a group called Fanmail, and Luis Garcia is
the only original band member still singing for Plankeye.
Summary: It seems almost unheard of for a fourmember band to continue after its drummer and lead
singer/songwriter leave, but Plankeye has pulled off its
“relocation” smoothly. Eric and Luis are to be com
mended for crafting a memorable collection of tunes
which should extend the Plankeye legacy for years to
come.
Musical innovation: 7 out of 10
Lyrical insight: 7 out of 10

Chasing Furies - With Abandon
Record label & year: Sparrow Records, 1999
Musical genre: Indescribable modem rock
Album length: 11 songs; 53+ minutes
Discography context: Debut album
Band’s makeup: A trio of siblings (Sarah, Rachel,
and Joshua Meeker)
Comparable to: Sixpence None the Richer, Pearl
Jam, Sarah Masen, PFR
Standout track: The opening track, “Thicker,” which
alternates between a moody piano solo and driving gui-

tars. “Thicker” uses fog imagery to convey the fasci
nating mystery of God.
Most valuable asset: Sarah Meeker’s flexible, intri
cate vocals and poetic lyricism are what fuel Chasing
Furies’ amazing musicianship.
Weak link: “Throw Me” has a clumsy yo-yo meta
phor which clashes with the intangible beauty of the
rest of the lyrical text.
Memorable line: I reach out to you from the haze /
Was it something about the clearness here? / Was it too

Chevelle - Point #7
Record label & year: Squint Records, 1999
Musical genre: Grunge, Metal
Album length: 11 songs; 42+ minutes
Discography context: Debut album
Band’s makeup: Three brothers (Pete, Joe, and Sam
Loeffler)
Comparable to: Nirvana, Bush, Tool
Standout track: The ominous musical intro, “Open,”
which leads into the mind-numbingly aggressive title
track. Not recommended for the faint of heart.
Most valuable asset: What makes Chevelle a sur
prisingly accessible grunge band is their clarity, both in
their pulsating layers of guitar and in the impassioned
but articulate lead vocals of Pete Loeffler.

Weak link: As with most grunge bands, Chevelle’s
lyrics are a vehicle for Loeffler’s emotion-saturated
vocals rather than an end in and of themselves. As a
result, the listener gets a general impression of a song’s
meaning based on scattered words and phrases rather
than being able to discern how every individual line
contributes to the song’s theme.
Memorable line: It seems I ’ve gained the world but
have nothing / To keep tabs upon this loss isn ’t wasted
time. - from “Point #1”
Interesting tidbit: Steve Albini, who also worked
with grunge pioneers Nirvana and Bush, recorded
Chevelle’s debut album.

easy to accept as it is? / Should it be thicker with more
thought about it? - from “Thicker”
Interesting tidbit: Both the group’s name and a line
from “Wait Forever” (“How can God see usface toface
‘till we have faces?”) are allusions to literature by C.S.
Lewis.
Summary: There are rumors that Chasing Furies has
already broken up, which is yet another sign that true
artistry is an endangered species in the CCM environ
ment. Without a doubt, With Abandon is one of the most
impressive and original debut albums since Jars of Clay.
Musical innovation: 9 out of 10
Lyrical insight: 8 out of 10

Summary: At the helm of Squint Records, Steve
Taylor has a remarkable knack for unearthing amazing
talent for the world to see (think Burlap to Cashmere
and Sixpence None the Richer). His latest venture is
another resounding success, and Chevelle has already
received airplay on all of the major music television
networks. The Loeffler brothers pack an emotional
wallop in their debut album which cannot be denied.
Deciphering the lyrics will take some time, but who
ever said that good music should be easy to understand?
Listening to Chevelle is the healthiest method of chan
neling your aggression that I can think of.
Musical innovation: 8 out of 10
Lyrical insight: 7 out of 10

Jennifer Knapp - Lay It Down
Record label & year: Gotee Records, 2000
Musical genre: Folk, Blues, Rock
Album Length: 10 songs; 36+ minutes
Discography context: Second album
Comparable to: Sarah M cLachlan, M elissa
Etheridge, Sheryl Crow
Standout track: “A Little More,” which was included
on WOW2000, boasts a catchy chorus and a profoundly
down-to-earth message about the pursuit of holiness.

Most valuable asset: Knapp’s earthy, confident vo
cals and picturesque metaphors are what make her stand
out in the CCM market.
Weak links: Breezy songs like “All Consuming Fire”
and “You Remain” mesh awkwardly with Knapp’s edgy
vocals.
Memorable lines: “A rock in my pocket" and “a
glitch in my soul" are used as metaphors for the sin
nature, and divine grace is pictured as the "handprint

music reviews by: IJeJiemq- fa/itUfesit

o f God on the small o f my back. ”- from “Lay It Down”
Interesting tidbit: Knapp became a Christian as a
freshman in college.
Summary: Knapp has lost some of her vocal and lyri
cal edge with the release of her sophomore album. Per
haps this signifies a decrease in personal angst, or maybe
the CCM industry is watering her down. Either way,
she is still a very promising vocalist and songwriter who
is at her best with robust songs like “Undo Me” (from
Kansas) and “A Little More.”
Musical innovation: 6 out of 10
Lyrical insight: 6 out of 10
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B aseball triples 98-99 w ins
senior and three juniors, mean
ing that Hughes will have a
Staff W riter
chance to develop this ballclub
into conference competitors.
A 6-11 record heading into
Nathan Verwys is the lone se
last Saturday’s doubleheader at nior on this team. He feels that
Walsh would usually not be any the team can surprise some other
thing to write home about.
clubs even this year. “It doesn’t
But when those six wins equal bother me what team is ranked
the win total of the two previ where,” he said. “We can beat
ous baseball seasons, a 6-11 them on any given day. This
record is definitely an improve team works hard. The harder a
ment.
team works, the more it will pay
“We want to improve every off in the games.”
game out,” first-year coach Greg
The team set the goal of a .500
Hughes said. “We’re trying to mark at season’s end. With a
set the tone and build the foun tough conference schedule star
dation for a winning program in ing them in the face, Hughes
the future.”
feels that the .500 mark will be
The team is showing definite tough, but attainable.
improvement over their 2-32
Junior Tim Sastic also feels
mark last season. Hughes sees that the team can get to .500.
this as more of a mental im “We’re five games below that
provement than a physical one. now,” he said. “I would really
“We have a more positive out like our team to stick with it now
look this year,” Hughes said. and hopefully end up with at
“We’re still making mistakes, least that .500 record.”
but we can still see improve
Cedarville plays in the Ameri
ments over last year.”
can Mideast Conference, possi
Hughes has a good nucleus bly one of the toughest confer
from which to build this pro ences around, according to
gram. The roster lists just one Hughes. “To compete for a
Jo e Blakey

championship, we’re still a few
years away,” Hughes said. “Our
goal is to get to the middle of
the pack and see what happens.”
This is not to say that the team
is giving up hopes on this sea
son. Hughes explained that the
team’s goal as they go into a
game is the league champion
ship, but they need to be realis
tic in their season goals. “Our
goal is real,” Hughes said, “but
we’ll take the unreal.”
.
Freshman Matt Schroeder be
lieves that this team can be a
competitor when they mature.
“We’re really young. There’s a
lot of freshmen playing crucial
roles on the team. They’re still
learning what college ball is all
about,” Schroeder said. “As we
improve, we’ll be able to hang
with teams we never thought that
we could.”
So a 6-11 mark is not where
they want to be, but the team is
happy to be there after the last
two seasons.
“I don’t want to put a whole
lot of focus on wins and losses,
as long as we keep improving,”
Hughes said.______________

Slagle takes over
m en’s basketball
K risten Rositer
Lead W riter

Cedarville’s men’s basketball
team will be working under new
leadership in the coming year.
Ray Slagle, who will be replac
ing existing coach Jeff Reep, has
developed Worthington Chris
tian High School’s basketball
team into one of the elite Divi
sion IV programs in the state.
Slagle, a two-time Ohio Divi
sion IV Coach of the Year se
lection, posted a 194-50 career
record during his ten years as
basketball coach at Worthington
Christian. He led the team to a
.795 wining percentage with a
state championship in 1999, a
state runner-up finish in 1994,
and six straight Mid-Buckeye
Conference titles. Worthington
C hristian’s W arriors were
ranked No. 1 in the Associated
Press Poll this year, a title which
they also received in 1995.

Slagle led the team to the state
finals with a 26-1 record.
Slagle has enjoyed a 29-year
coaching career, including four
years at Christian Heritage Col
lege in San Diego from 1986 to
1990. After working as assistant
coach for two years, he became
co-head coach for his last two
years, joining with Swen Nater,
former UCLA standout and
NBA player. In 1990, he helped
to lead the Christian Heritage
Hawks to a 52-14 record. That
same year, the Hawks won the
National Christian College Ath
letic Association title. Ironically,
they won the title game by de
feating Cedarville.
“[Slagle’s] spiritual leadership
will be very strong, and I think
that’s important. He has a good
understanding of the game. ..and
a good understanding of the
players.. .1 think the players will
enjoy his style of basketball,”
,Reese said.
________
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A s k f o r it a t y o u r fa v o rite b o o k s to r e to d a y !

Z o n d e rv a n

Got o dating nightmare o f your own? Tell us about it — and read what others have experienced — at www.Zondervan.com/Dating
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Sports Scoreboard

Softball team has new coach ]V
and just one senior to lead team

C«

M en’ s Baseball
Date
3/14
3/15
3/16
3/18
3/24
3/25 .
3/29
3/30
4/1

Opponent
Carroll College
at Webber (FL)
Husson
at Warner Southern
HIRAM
MALONE
OBERLIN
CAPITAL
at Walsh

Results
Lost 3-4; 5-10
Lost 2-6; 10-U
Lost 4-13
Won/Lost 4-1; 2-14
Lost 5-9; 0-4
Lost 2-8; 1-7
Won 7-0; 8-6
Lost 16-21
Lost 1-5; 1-11

W om en’ s S oftball
Date
3/22
3/24
3/25
3/31
4/1

O pponent
OHIO WESLEYAN
SAINT VINCENT
SETON HILL
OHIO DOMINICAN
MT. VERNON

Results
Lost 2-3; 1-3
Won 4-0; 4-1
Won 10-0; 14-6
Lost 0-2; 0-9
Won/Lost 2-1; 1-7

M en’ s Tennis
D ate
3/17
3/18
3/23
3/25
3/28
3/30
4/1

O p p o n en t
at Farliegh-Dickinson Madison
at Carleton
BLUFFTON
OLIVET NAZARENE
at Northern Kentucky
MOUNT ST. JOSEPH
SAINT VINCENT and
KENTUCKY CHRISTIAN

R esu lts
Won 6-1
Lost 2-5
Won 9-0
Won 5-4
Won 9-0
Won 9-0
Won 5-4

W om en’ s Tennis
Date
3/18
3/24
3/25
3/27
4/1

O pponent
at Carleton
at Mount St. Joseph
SHAWNEE STATE
at Ohio Northern
at Tiffin

Results
Lost 4-5
Won 9-0
Won 9-0
Won 9-0
Won 9-0

Track and Field
Date
O pponent
Results
3/16-28
at Florida State Relays
Non-Scoring
3/25 * CEDARVILLE COLLEGE OPEN Non-Scoring
4/1
at Bowling Green Classic
M: 4 o f 10
W :? o f?

M en’ s G o lf
Date
3/30-31

O pponent
at Muskingum Invitational
Eagle Sticks G olf Course

Results
11 o f 13
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R a c h e l M itc h e ll
C o n trib u tin g - W rite r

The women’s softball team is
sporting a fresh look for this
season. Head Coach Sue Car
penter is beginning her first sea
son coaching at Cedarville. A
squad with many new faces
joins her for the season. Only six
players are returning from last
year including one senior,
Becky Summers, and AllNCCAA Midwest Region
shortstop, Becky Kozlowski.
Carpenter is a 1987 Cedar
ville graduate. She was a pre
mier player for the softball team
in the 1984-86 seasons and still
holds many records. She has
coached softball at various
schools, the most recent being
Cedarville High School. She
turned around the Indians’ pro
gram and looks to do the same
here with the Jackets.
The women began their sea
son with a trip to Florida over
spring break. They were able to
practice and scrimmage against
other teams during their trip.
The time in Florida was a very
positive thing for the team be
cause it gave them some time to
get to know each other.
Junior pitcher Megan Pet
ersen said, “Our trip to Florida
was awesome and such a great
opportunity for our team. It re
ally brought us together and
unified us. We are so much
more cohesive now.”
The positive aspect of fresh
talent brings with it the chal
lenge of inexperience. The Jack
ets look to Summers for leader
ship this season, but they have
many other things working in
their favor. They have a lot of
talent on the team. The pitching
is much better this year than in
past seasons. Their hitting is re
ally coming around and they
will look to see that continue to
improve. Carpenter said this is
a very athletic and talented
squad, but there are some things
still to work on. The women are
working on playing smart dur

The softball team is keeping their eye on the ball during this season. Photo by B. Perkins

ing their games. They need to
keep mental toughness while on
defense.
The Jackets are going into a
competitive schedule for the sea
son. They face many tough op
ponents within the American
Mideast Conference including
defending national champion
Walsh and upcoming power
Shawnee State. The AMC is a
large conference and does not
allow for many non-conference
opponents, but the women will
face a few such as Wilmington
and Taylor.
The women have already
started their season and are cur
rently 4-2. They lost their sea
son opener to Ohio Wesleyan in
a double-header sweep. OWU
went ahead in the fourth inning
of the first game and the Jackets
could not catch up. The final
score was 3-2. The evening game
ended early due to darkness, but
OWU had already sealed their
victory at 3-1.
In another double-header,
Cedarville solidly put away Saint

Vincent. Petersen had an out
standing game in the first meet
ing as she struck out 11 batters,
pitched a 2-hitter, and scored
two runs. The Jackets went on
to win 4-0. Freshman pitcher
Denaye Hilty got her first colle
giate victory in game two as the
Jackets brought in the victory
4-1.
The women racked up two
more victories as they defeated
Seton Hill. Petersen had another
strong showing in game one as
the Jackets won 10-0. In the sec
ond game, the Jackets led 3-0 but
Seton Hill quickly went up 6-5.
Cedarville made a fierce rally
and brought in 10 runs in the
bottom of the fifth inning to win
the contest 14-6.
The coaching staff and team
are very positive about the sea
son. They look to see good
things from the Jackets. “We
have a young, athletic team with
a lot of talent and potential.
There is no reason we can’t have
a winning season,” Carpenter
said.
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Men’s tennis team comes out swinging with four wins
Jacik B a ile y
C o n t r ib u tin g ’ W rite r

The Yellow Jacket men’s ten
nis team opened the 2000 sea
son in Hilton Head, SC, during
Spring Break, posting a 6-1 win
over Farleigh Dickinson-Madison. Since then, they have
earned a 4-1 overall record.
Head Coach Alan Edlund is
optimistic about the 2000 sea
son, as Cedarville boasts five of
their top six players from last
season. “We expect to do no
Worse, and maybe even better
than last year,” he said. Already
the team has shown improve
ment as they only lost by one
match (4-5) to Northern Ken
tucky University, a team they
previously struggled to win even
one match against.
Returning from last year are
senior Eric McVey (#1 singles,

Senior Eric McVey takes some swings during a recent practice. Photo by B. Perkins

doubles), sophomore John
Bailey (#2 singles, doubles),

junior Jason Hall (#4 singles, #1
doubles), senior James Metsger

(#5 singles), senior Jeff Powell,
and sophomore Pete Springirth.
Rounding out the singles and
doubles positions are two fresh
man: Aaron Franke (#3 singles,
#2 doubles), and Daniel DeHaan
(#6 singles, #3 doubles). Com
pleting the roster are three fresh
men, Ben Harreld, Lance Hart,
and Victor Puhy.
McVey, the returning team
captain, finished the 1999 sea
son 11-13 and earned American
Mideast Conference postseason
honors in both singles and
doubles. Hall and Bailey earned
All-AMC honors in 1999 for
doubles play. As a team, the
Yellow Jackets placed second in
the American Mideast Confer
ence and third in NCCAA action
in 1999. “We’re looking to move
up to first place in the confer
ence this year,” McVey said.
Walsh and Malone are the Jack

ets’ toughest conference oppo
nents.
In recent home competition,
the Yellow Jackets defeated
Olivet Nazarene University 5-4
and cruised to a 9-0 conference
win over Mount St. Joseph.
Against Olivet, Franke won a
three-set match in the #3 singles
spot, and Hall (#4) and Metsger
(#5) both won in straight sets.
Two doubles tandems, com
prised o f Franke/Bailey and
DeHaan/Puhy, tallied points as
well for the Yellow Jackets.
Mount St. Joseph went scoreless
against Cedarville, with the Yel
low Jackets sweeping all nine
matches in straight sets.
On April 1, the team beat Ken
tucky Christian 5-4 and also
AMC conference opponant St.
Vincent 9-0. Hall, Metsger, and
DeHaan garnered singles points
for Cedarville.

Yellow Jacket Sports Schedule
Men’s Tennis
April
April
April
April
April
April

8
11
14
15
18
20

vs. Asbury
vs. Earlham
at Malone
at Walsh
at Tiffin
at Otterbein

Women’s Tennis
1:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
11:0Q a.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.

April
April
April
April
April
April

7
8
10
11
15
18

7
8
10
11
14
15
18
21-22

at Geneva (2)
at Point Park (2)
at Tiffin (2)
vs. Wilmington (2)
vs. Walsh (2)
vs. Malone (2)
at Notre Dame OH (2)
at NCCAA Midwest Regional

3:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
TBA

Track
April 8
April 15

at Miami Invitational
American Mideast Conference
at Beaver Falls, PA

3:30 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
4:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
4:00 p.m.

Men’s Baseball

Women’s Softball
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

at Walsh
at Malone
vs. Muskingum
vs. Earlham
vs. Geneva
at Ohio Wesleyan

April
April
April
April
April
April
April

7
8
11
15
18
20
22

vs. Thomas More
vs. Geneva (2)
at Shawnee State (2)
vs. Saint Vincent (2)
at Tiffin (2)
vs. Mount St. Joseph
at Ohio Dominion (2)

4:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.

Men’s G olf
10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.

April 10
at Tiffin Invitational - Mohawk C.C.
April 13
vs. Southwestern Ohio Quad - Reid Park C.C.
April 17-18
at Walsh Invitational
Raintree and Prestwick C.C.
April 21
at M ount Vernon Nazarine Invitational
Apple Valley C.C.

10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.

sidewalk talk

photos by Brandon Perkins

What do you w ant to do before you graduate from Cedarville?

Cedar Lake.”
Sophomore Nursing major Katie Conant

Junior Political Science major Adam Stiegelmeier

“Bring my jet ski and pull Ruth Wagner around Cedar Lake on water skis.
Sophomore Middle Childhood Education major Kristy Jonker

“I think shouting in the library sounds awesome.”
Sophomore Early Childhood Education major
Robyn Rausch

“Hide in the library all night and make forts with the
books in the center o f the library.”
Sophomore Mechanical Engineering Major
Nick Forshee

“Get Matt Plaatje a date.”
Senior M echanical Engineering major Chris Headings

